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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
ABRAHAM KASSLAR, OF OANAJOHARIE, NEW YORK.

POBCE AND SUCTION PTJMP.

Specification of Letters Patent No. 443, dated October 28, 1837.

To all xuhom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Abraham Kasslae, of

Canajoharie, in the county of Montgomery
and State of New York, have invented a

5 new and useful Improvement in Suction and

Force Pumps, which is described as follows,

reference being had to the annexed draw-

ings of the same, making part of this specifi-

cation.

10 A A, foundation or stock; B, standards

supporting the fulcrum of the lever for

working the pistons; C, fulcrum; D, lever

or handle
;
E, bottom plate, perforated with

two round apertures, from which extend

15 branch tubes F F, united at a single tube G
leading to the place from whence the water

is raised; H, piece of leather placed upon
the bottom plate in which are formed two

valves II, opening upward over the two ap-

20 ertures in the bottom plate ; K K, two up-

right cylinders with flanges erected upon
the bottom plate—the axes of which are in

a line with the axes of the apertures in the

bottom plate; L, converting cylinder unit-

25 ing the two vertical cylinders, made separate,

and brought firmly against the sides of the

vertical cylinders between which it is

placed—circular rims or collars S
_
around

the apertures in the sides of the vertical cyl-

30 inders being made to enter and fit into the

ends of the cylinder L and leather packing

being inserted between them to make the

whole air tight; M M, valves opening into

the horizontal connecting cylinder
;
N, collar

embracing the vertical cylinders and resting 35

upon the flanges of the same, bolted firmly

to the stock A; O O, standards rising from
the collar, through which pass screws turning

against the sides of the cylinders for bearing

them against the ends of the horizontal cyl- 40

inder and thus confining the three cylinders

together,—packing being placed between the

cylinders to render them air tight, also a

piece of leather between each set screw and
the cylinder to preserve the latter; P P, pis- 45

tons ; Q Q, piston rods
;
E, center tube lead-

ing from the connecting cylinder for convey-

ing the water to any place where it is to lae

forced.

The invention claimed consists— 50

In making the horizontal cylinder sep-

arate from the vertical cylinders and se-

cured by pressing the latter against the sides

of the former by means of the screws pass-

ing through the standards ; or by wedges, the 55

rims or collars around the apertures in the

sides of the vertical cylinders fitting into the

ends of the horizontal connecting cylinder

placed between them.

ABRAHAM KASSLAE.

Witnesses

:

Wm. p. Elliot,

W. Thompson.


